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Winter's chill 
doesn't stop 
commuter prof 
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
Staff Writer 
So you say you're a commuter. 
So you think you've got it rough 
busing or driving to Cheney and 
back from Spokane or wher.:.ver 
else you may commute. 
So have you ever tried making 
the trip via bicycle? 
Eastern professor John Ross 
has been making the 50-mile 
round trip from his home in 
Spokane on his ten-speed bike for 
15 years. 
Ross, a professor of an-
thropology, has had some in-
teresting encounters with drivers 
since beginning his daily trek one 
year after coming to EWU. 
One tim~. he says, an old lady 
in a Volkswagen, "very nicely 
dressed," drove alongside his 
bike and "threw me the bird." 
Another time, a carload of 
"older" ladies "spent about 10 
minutes swearing at me," he said. 
The only thing that slows down John Ross on his daily ride from Spokane to Cheney is black ice. The EWU professor has been com-muting 
by bicycle for 15 years. Photo by Steve Smith 
Ross said usually about three 
times a week he will have a bad 
experience. Most of the problems 
he encounters are those of people 
... continued on page 12 
AS resolution may end 
Welte prejudice issue 
By Robert Siler 
Associate Editor 
Hoping to dispel questions of 
racism which arose over the M.J. 
Welte case, the AS Council Tues-
day passed a resolution ham-
mered out with leaders of 
Eastern's minority community. 
The resolution states the coun.-
cil now understands why Welte's 
rejection for a vacant Council 
position was perceived by some as 
racist and discriminatory, and 
outlines steps the AS will under-
take to reaffirm its adherence to 
the Washington State Anti-
Discrimination Code. 
The full text of the resolution 
appears on page 4. 
Welte said he was satisfied.with 
the resolution and planned no fur-
ther action on the matter. 
Welte applied for the vacant 
council position September 27, 
1983, but was turned down by a 4-
3 secret ballot vote. Committee 
appointments made that same day 
were by voice vote, and the person 
selected to fill the council vacancy 
later was also approved by a voice 
vote. 
In November the council pass-
ed a bill making ballot votes man-
datory for filling vacant council 
positions, and apologized to 
Welte for past variances in the 
procedure. That action helped 
mitigate charges of racism, but 
did not address the problem of 
how the council was being 
perceived, said Felix Boateng, 
director of the black education 
program. "It is important tha.t 
you, who are the highest (student) 
council on campus, know that the 
action was seen by some just as 
prejudiced," Boateng told the 
council's ad-hoc minority con-
cerns committee last week. "We 
want to help you remove yourself 
from this situation." 
Members of the ad-hoc com-
mittee agreed that negative 
perception of the council had 
formed, and worked with minori-
ty leaders to draft their sugges-
tions into the resolution. 
Among other items, the state-
ment says the council will hold 
awareness sessions at fneir leader-
ship retreats using campus-based 
minority and international stu-
dent resources, and will continue 
to sponsor and promote multi-
cultural events. 
The AS will also initiate more 
contact with the organizations it 
recognizes to inform members of 
openings on the council and its 
committees. 
"We want to make sure minori-
ty students are given the oppor-
tunity to be involved," Ysidro 
Esparza, director of the Chicano 
education program told the ad-
hoc committee. He noted that 
such notification has begun. That 
along with the revised procedure 
of filling vacancies, "is a sign of 
encouragement," Esparza said. 
Thayne Stone, AS executive 
vice-presdent, said he was supris-
ed at how quickly the two sides 
came to an agreement about the 
wording of the resolution. The 
January 12 meeting was the first 
between the ad-hoc committee 
and Boateng, Esparza, and Ed 
Church, Lutheran campus 
minister. He said Dick Flamer, 
provost for student services "did 
a very good job" in bringing the 
two groups together to speak on 
equal terms. 
One reason a solution took so 
long was the fear on the part of 
some council members that ad-
.. . continued on page 12 
Track athletes offe,ed 
que·stiennair.e on ·faculty 
By Cal FitzSim~ons 
and Greg Lee 
Editors 
A questionnaire has surfaced, titled "Student Opinion of 
Professors," that was circulated to athletes of a major 
Eastern sport. 
Three questions were asked. Who are the three best pro-
fessors you have had at EWU? Who are the two easiest pro-
fessors you have had at EWU? And, what are the two worst 
courses you have ever taken at EWU? 
The questionnaire contained these brief comments: "This 
questionnaire is going to help you. Your answers to the 
following questions will help your academic advisors take stu-
dent knowledge into account when recommending classes to 
you. Please take. the care and time to answer these questions 
seriously and with honesty. Fill in all the information you 
can.'' 
Jerry Martin, men's cross country and track/field coach, 
said the intent of the questionnaire he distributed was to 
"help the kids·." He said over 75 percent of his athletes look-
ed at it and said they didn't want to fill it out. 
"We were working with that. We had the kids see if it 
meant anything to them. For most of them, it didn't," said 
Martin, "so we haven't done anything with it." 
Martin said his intent was to help the athletes so they could 
organize their work, training and homework timetables so 
everything could be completed in a day's time. 
Though University policy requires approval of question-
naires concerning professors and quality of classes, Martin 
said he didn't seek the approval of athletics dean William 
Katz. 
"Why should I," Martin said. "When you look al 
something a·nd never implement it, there's nothing to talk 
about." 
Though standard parliamen-
tary procedure called for ballot 
votes on council appointments. 
and the option of voice votes for 
filling committees, those 
guidelines had been followed ir-
regularly, in the past, said AS 
President Gina Hames. 
Vaiidals sought for shooting spree 
Welte also expressed 
dissatisfaction with a line of ques-
tioning about his role as then-
president of the Black Student 
Union, and said it appeared that 
his race had been a factor in his 
rejection for the position. 
The councV's action brought 
calls for an explanation from the 
black and Chicano education pro-
grams and campus ministry 
groups. 
I '· 
By Cal FitzSimmons 
Editor 
A shooting spree on the Eastern 
campus over the weekend caused 
an estimated $700 damage with 
one of the bullets fired entering a 
dormitory building, according to 
campus police. 
Two suspects in the shootings 
have been identified and Campus 
Police Chief Barney Issel says 
they will probably be charged 
with second degree malicious 
mischief, a felony charge. 
No one was injured by the 
shots, which were believed to 
have been fired from a .22 caliber 
ri fie, though several street lights 
were destroyed by the bullets. One 
of the bullets entered a window on 
the second floor of Dryden Hall 
and lodged in the wall, Issel said. 
lssel said the suspects are both 
students at Eastern Washington 
University. He said the case has 
been turned over to the Spokane 
County Prosecutor's office which 
is expected to file formal charges 
against the two men. 
Campus police received a call at 
11: 16 p.m. Saturday reportjng 
that shots had been fired. Upon 
responding to the call police 
discovered the damage to the 
street lights and the dormitory 
window. Closer examination of 
the bullet hole in the dormitory 
wall showed the shots had been 
fired from the Cheney Apart-
ments located in the northern sec-
tion of the campus, )1,,;p( said. 
Since the apartment complex is 
located outside the jurisdiction of 
the campus police force, the 
names of the suspects were turned 
over to the prosecutor's office . It 
is expected the two will be formal-
ly- charged within the next two 
days. 
--------------- ...... ----- ---- -- --~---- ~-
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EWU underworld 
is not a playground 
By Chad M. Hutson 
Staff Writer 
Unknown to most Eastern 
students is the purpose of the 
large brick building with the 
smoke stack located at the east 
end of campus. "It's the Physical 
Plant" you say. Are physicals 
done there? Do you go there to 
get physical? NO! This building 
houses the boilers for the hot 
water you use. It is also the origin 
of a mass network of 
underground tunnels. 
in December. Graham said there 
was no damage and nothing was 
stolen. University Police were 
notified immediately after the 
new infra-red intrusion sensors 
detected someone in the tunnels. 
The sensors are located 
throughout the tunnels and are 
moved frequently. The alarm is 
located at the plant itself and 
workers notified the police who 
apprehended the suspect in less 
than ten minutes. The trespasser 
told officials '' I heard there were 
parties down there so I went look-
ing for them." 
I I 
These tunnels hold the univer-
sity's hot and cold water pipes, 
telephone and electrical lines and 
some computer lines. 
Over the past few years there 
have been break-ins to these tun-
nels. Damage to electrical equip-
ment and thefts have prompted 
university officials to try to put a 
stop to this. 
Other incidents have occurred 
in the past few years but none 
more bizarre than that which hap-
pened in 1972, when a couple of 
Eastern students set up living 
quarters in one of the tunnels. 
They had a couch and even food 
down there, said Graham. The 
underground residents were 
found out when a plant worker 
followed an extension cord to the 
"under campus" dwelling. 
The network of tunnels beneath Eastern's campus have attracted curious students, sometimes looking for 
parties or even a place to live. But EWU Facilities Director Bob Graham says exploring passageways can 
be dangerous--or possibly fatal. Photo by Brad Garrison 
According to Bob Graham, 
director of facilities at the 
Physical Plant, intruders usually 
enter the tunnels through one of 
the 30 man-hole covers on the 
campus. 
Suspect apprehended 
The last reported break-in was 
Financial aid 
Break-ins discouraged 
The dangers of entering the 
tunnels could be fatal. Many high 
voltage wires are located 
throughout the 2.5-mile network 
of passageways. Steam breaks in 
the pipes explode at 125 pounds 
per square inch and 400 degrees. 
''That would really cook 
somebody,'' said Graham. If that 
isn't enough, possible suffocation 
could occur during a steam break 
when the erupting hot moisture 
dissipates all the available oxygen 
in the area. 
Steps are being taken to 
discourage any more break-ins. 
Manhole covers are secured from 
the inside now, the new alarm 
system aids in detection, and 
more frequent checks of the tun-
nels are made. 
Barney lssel, chief of Universi-
ty Police, said that anyone caught 
in the tunnels could be charged 
' . 
with second-degree trespassing 
and may spend a night in jail. 
Thievery or vandalism could 
result in stronger charges. 
If the idea of looking in the 
steam tunnels interests you, a tour 
by Chief Engineer Jack Corbit 
could be arranged. Don't worry, 
says Graham, the alligators and 
40-pound rats are in hibernation 
this time of the year. 
U.S. study shows women get less than men 
By College Press Service 
and staff reports 
Female students often get less 
financial aid than men, even 
though they tend to need more aid 
money than their male counter-
parts, according to a new U.S. 
Department of Education study. 
That trend is generaJly evident 
at other institutions in 
Washington state, though the op-
posite seems to be the case at 
Easterr,, said Sue Shackette, 
director of financial aid. 
For the 1981-82 school year, 
f ema1e students got only 72 cents 
in grant mon~y for every $1 
awarded to men, yet women earn-
ed only 68 cents for every dollar 
earned by m~,le students, the 
report shows. 
And despite lower aid awards 
to female students, n~arly twice as 
many women are ~lassified as 
"independent" on t~eir student 
aid evaluations. · 
"There always has been an ine-
quity in the financial aid awards 
to men and women,•• said Mary 
Moran, the department consul-
tant who made the study. 
"Some of it could be 
di'scrimination, and some of it is 
due to aspects of the student aid 
formula used in calculating award 
amounts," she said. 
In the Pell Grant program, for 
example, more fem ale students 
receive aid than men, · but 
women's awards averaged $880. 
Men's awards averaged $913. 
Similarly, under the College 
Work-Study program the average 
aid amount for women was only 
$753, while men averaged $830. 
That situation is reversed at 
Eastern, Shackette said. Pell 
Lobby fights for &eeze 
By Robert Slier 
Associate Editor 
Bills to freeze tuition, end sur-
charges for students who take 
more than 18 credits, and exempt 
military personnel and their 
families from out-of-state tuition 
rates are currently being 
shepherded through the state 
Senate by the Washington Stu-
dent Lobby. 
All three bills were passed by 
the Senate Ways and Means 
education subcommittee, said 
Priscilla Scheidt, WSL executive 
ti rector. The tuition freeze pro-
>osal was discussed by the whole 
Ways and Means committee 
Tuesday, while hearings were to 
have been held on the ether two 
proposals yesterday. 
Current resident undergraduate 
tuition for regional universities 
such as Eastern amounts to 25 
percent of instructional costs, ac-
cording to figures supplied by the 
WSL to the ASE WU. The lobby 
recommends freezing tuition and 
fee levels until the increase in 
cost to the state lowers that level 
to 18 percent of the total cost. 
Prior to 1981 tuition amounted 
to about 19 percel'lt of total costs, 
according to WSL figures. 
WSL based its recommendation 
in part due to a Council on 
Postsecondary Education report 
that indicates the existence of a 
S 150 million gap between student 
financial need and available 
• resources to fit that need. 
The three bills currently being 
pushed are part of the 10-point 
package approved by WSL Dec. 
4, according to a story in the Jan. 
10 'issue of the Western Front, the 
school newspaper at Western 
Washington University. 
The other package points in-
clude: 
- Placing voting students on 
university boards of trustees. 
- Special attention to funding of 
student services. 
- Elimination of operating fees 
for students who take fewer than 
two credits. 
- Opposition to laws requiring 
male students show proof of 
Selective Service registration to 
receive financial aid. 
- Enhancement of student 
employment opportunities. 
- Increases in research and 
teaching stipends to match cost of 
living and educational cost in-
creases. 
Eastern will join with WSL in a 
s.:atewide letter-writing campaign 
to lobby for the tuition freeze bill, 
said AS executive assistant Cristi 
Moore. Desks will be set up in the 
PUB and at the Higher Education 
Center next week to assist 
students in joining that campaign. 
---A PROFBSSIONALBUSINESSFRATERNrrY----
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MEMBERSHIP DRIVE 
Opens The Door.To: 
* Professional Contacts * Friendship 
* Leadership Development *Travel 
* Business Experience * Character Growth 
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Merchandl•bag and RTV Management Stadents. 
Membership Applications Are Available In Kingston 328A 
And Will Be Accepted Now Through Jan. 24 
• 
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Grant awards for the 1982-83 
school year averaged $915 for 
women and $900 for men, while 
work-study awards averaged $867 
for female students compared to 
$813 for men. 
Those figures are from a Unit 
Record Data report compiled by 
the Council for Postsecondary 
- Education, Shackette said . The 
report also shows that 52 percent 
of those awarded aid at Eastern 
are women, and that national 
direct student loans averaged 
$819 for women and $812 for 
men. 
Male students receiving 
Guaranteed Loans at Eastern 
averaged $2,038 compared to 
$2,003 for women, Shackette 
said, but she added that the report 
did not include students who 
received GSLs as their only form 
of aid. 
The national trend is more evi-
dent in state averages, Shackette 
said. At the state's four-year 
public institutions (includina 
EWU) men average more aid than 
women in the Pell, NDSL and 
GSL awards, the CPE report 
shows. The average for all the 
state's institutions of higher 
education (including private 
schools) sho\\'. men averaging 
slightly ·more than women in 
those three areas as well as the 
work-study awards, Shackette 
said. 
The report did not indicate the 
percentage of fem ale students in 
the state classified as indepen-
dent, she said. 
"A lot of (the problem) is more 
an institutional issue,•' said 
Moran. "Some institutions do 
make an effort to address the 
equity issue, and some do not 
report it at all." 
Schools need to channel more 
of their campus-based aid money 
to part-time, non-traditional 
students, she says, since many 
women aren't able to attend 
classes full-time. 
And schools should also 
develop fairer standards for com-
putina child care expenses, she 
adds, which are used in determin-
ing students' aid needs. 
" ' 
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11 Contact Placement Office 
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LUNCHEON MENU 
Served from 10:30 a.m.-a: 18 p.m. 
Thurs.,Jan.19 Bf Barley Soup, Mtbal San/ Pot Chp, She'pherd's 
Pie, Tuna Salad, Carrot Coins, Salad Bar, Wh & Cr 
Wh Brd, Van. Crm Pud., Bnm Sgr Cookies. 
Fri.,Jan. ao 
.Sat.,Jan. 31 
Sun., Jan. az 
Mon., Jan. Z3 
Tues.,Jan. 24 
Clam Chwder, Deli Beef Sand, Chckn Ala King, 
Spinach Std, Cut Gr. Beans, Salad Bar, Wht & Ban. 
Brd, Brownies 
BRUNCH 
BRUNCH 
Cr. Chicken Soup, Bacon, Lettuce & Tomato 
Sand., Burrito, Turkey Sld Bowl, Com, Salad Bar, 
Wht & Ban. Brd, Peanut Btr Cook 
Cr. Potato Soup, Harn on Muffin w/ Cheese, 
American Goulash, Tuna Taco Plt, Zucchini, Salad 
Bar, Wht & Raisin Brd, B~rscotch Bars 
Wed.,Jan. ZS Minestrone Soup, Beef Stew/ Biscuit, Deli Special, 
Chef Salad, Fr. Styl Gr. Beans, Salad Bar, Wht Brd 
& Biscuit, Sugar Cookies 
• 
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Ph~se shop is all fun and games 
By Lis■ Harrison 
Staff Writer 
For all people interested in the 
outdoors, the Outdoor Equip-
ment Rental is offering numerous 
activities and equipment at inex-
pensive prices, according to Her-
man Harrison, OER volunteer. 
This quarter the Outdoor Pro-
gram is sponsoring the "Ski for 
Lunch Bunch" which provides 
the skier with all necessary equip-
ment from noon to 1 :30 p.m. all 
for one dollar. This offer will 
continue as long as there is still 
snow. 
A few more exciting trips com-
ing up this quarter are the 
Lookout Pass Ski Adventure, 
near the Idaho-Montana border, 
on Jan. 21. 
The Achilles Ski Ranch Trip 
north of Spokane will take place 
on Jan. 28. 
The Idle-A-While Ski Vacation, 
located near Twisp, Wash. will 
stay overnight at the Idle-A-While 
Motel, complete with hot tub. 
This will be held on Feb. 4 and 5. 
The Mount Spokane Ski Tour 
is planned for Feb. 11. This is a 
cross country ski tour for people 
of all abilities. 
The Winter Wilderness 
Workshop will be held on Feb. 
17-20 in Idaho. A preregistration 
fee of $32 is due before Feb. 1. 
The Wallowa Hut Cross Coun-
try Ski Trip is located in Oregon, 
on Mar. 2-4. 
Canoes, backpacks, tents, 
sleeping bags, ski equipment, 
stoves, and cook sets are just a 
few items available through the 
OER. Rentals for one day, one 
weekend, or an entire week are of-
fered. In addition to the rental a 
damage deposit is required, which 
will be returned when items are 
brought back undamaged. 
The Outdoor Program is offer-
ing additional presentations, 
trips, and adventures, besides 
those already mentioned. The 
Outdoor Program office phone 
number is 359-7919. It is located 
in Phase I, room 230. 
The Outdoor Equipment Ren-
tal is located in Phase II, room 
111. They are open from 11 : 30 
a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Tuesdays, 
Wednesdays and Thursdays and 
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Mondays 
and Fridays. 
Eastern's Outdoor Equipment Rental office has something for just about every winter sport, says office 
volunteer Herman Harrison. Photo by Derek Hanson 
Dance Theatre celebrates 15th anniversary 
By Susan Walsdorf 
Staff Writer 
Eastern will celebrate the 15th 
anniversary of its own University 
Dance Theatre as they present 
'' Dance Celebration'', a unique 
collaboration of ballet, jazz, and 
modern dance. 
The winter dance concert opens 
tonight at the University Dance 
Theatre and will run every 
Thursday, Friday and Saturday 
evening at 8 p.m. through 
February 4. 
"We've earned the recognition 
of being the finest collegiate 
dance program in the Pacific Nor-
thwest," said Edie Bucklin, direc-
tor of the winter dance concert. 
Bucklin· arrived at EWU in 1969-' 
f iesh out of graduate school and 
has played an instrumental role in 
the development of Eastern's 
dance education program a~ well 
as their performing company. 
Edie Bucklin choreographed 
part of the show along with 
Artist-in-Residence Leonard J. 
Fowler. Fowler, a ballet master, 
came to Eastern in 1975 and add-
ed the ballet program to the 
department .. 
Three students, Pamela Fer-
raro, Sara Strate and Joanne 
Jaynes are assisting with the 
choreography as well as perform-
ing. 
Joanne ~aynes is a dancer 
Bucklin speaks highly of. 
"She is really one of the 
outstanding dancers," said 
Bucklin. Bucklin also credits 
John C. Blixt as one of the promi-
nent young male dancers. 
The company of 14 is compos-
ed primarily of returning 
veterans, but some new blood has 
been integrated. Shari Crosby is 
one of the four rookies who will 
be making their debut tonight. 
Ballet comprises a large portion 
of the show, according to 
Bucklin. Jazz and modern dance 
are blended into the rest. Three 
sketches are done to five music 
performed by Shelley Burr on the 
piano. 
"Dance Celebration is the 15th tion" is $4; free with Eastern 
anniversary of the company here Associated Students ID. For 
at Eastern," said Bucklin. reservations, call 359-6400 or toll-
Admission to "Dance Celebra- free from Spokane 458-6400. 
*********************************~ , 
! Inventory { 
{ Reduction Sale --,: :, 
! Macrame Close-Out i :1 
t ¼Price : 
,_ Beads • Books • Cord • Plastic Rings ,_ 
.. , ............................................................................................................ , .. t SeaGrassBaskets Sale s1.69 :; 
,_ With Lids ~ 
,_ For Pointed Star 6" · Reg. $2 .69 : 
Music, films at Cowles Museum 
! .......................... ·AND MUCH MORE.......................... ! 
! Book & Brash : 
.. .. 
By Cassie Andrews 
Staff Writer 
The Wednesday Evening Pro-
grams at the . Cheney Cowles 
Memorial Museum will be the 
' ' Planet Earth Recorder' 
Ensemble" on Jan. 25, and two 
films on Japanese art on-Feb·. I. 
Both programs are part of the 
museum's regular Wednesday 
Night Program, and are free to 
the public. 
The museum presents in con-
cert the "Planet Earth Recorder 
Ensemble" in . ~he_ museum's 
audi_torium, beginning at 7:30 
p.m. The recorder . ,quartet is 
directed by James Quinn, with 
members Leslie Totusek, Nancy 
Plowman, and Steve Maurer, all 
from Spokane. The group will 
perform on instruments which are 
copies of the instruments used in 
the 16th and 17th centuries. 
The two Japanese art films will 
be shown in conjunction with the 
current art exhibitions "Contem-
porary Japanese Prints: the Sel-
inger Collection" and a following 
art exhibition ''Theodore Wores 
( 1858-1939): The Japanese 
Years." 
The Cheney Cowles Memorial 
1iickle Someone's 
Fancy 
Cash & Carry Special 
!IM9 .. H_ ......... Thurs. to Saturday •-••0 --0 -, .... - ... 
I 
L~:~:~:~~!. __ 
Call us for your 
special flower, corsage or plant order. 
Let us handle it for you!! 
Chet's· Flowers 
1319 First 
Cheney 
• 
235-4918 
838-7888 
Muse um is located at W. 2316 
First Ave. in Spokane. 
-tt 404 1st. Cheney , WA 99004 -tt ! Hours 8-6 Mon .-Sat. & 8-1 Sunday -tt 
********************************** 
Dr. Nicholas J. Tanner 
announces the opening of his 
Family Foot Center 
SA\C\6 
Podiatrist 
Physician & Surgeon 
of the Foot 
PIZZA PARLOR. 
VaUey Office 
E. 9822 Sprague• 924-2600 
Clleaey Office 
625 B Street • 235-2650 
Office IIOlll'a l,y ..,. .... t 
rHlftlHHHIII ... IHIHHIH■■l••1111•■1•HH•1■••• ... H■1• .. ■11■•1■•1••~ 
····1 
LUNCHEON SPECIALS 
$2.15 Mon.-Frl. 
•½ any sandwich (except #15) & salad• 
•2 pieces chicken, jo jos, coleslaw• 
•Luncheon pizza (any 2 Items)• 
i 
i 
i 
I. 
1 ................................................ H ............ u •• H■'n•1■1■•HHHN•HH••-■■-
Find th~s and receive a 
, .. _, free drink with 
any purchase 
. 1" .............. H■-••n•••■■■■••n••······· II .............. 1•11, 
1 11 am to 11 pm Mon.•Thurs. ! 
OPEN 11 am to 1 am Fri. & Sat. i 
L-■---N .. -~!.~.!~.~ 1 ~.~ .. ~!~~~!-..... HJ 
Cheney 122 College & 2nd 
235-6193, 624-4901 
Dellverl .. & Video Games 
~· FREE )DELIVERY 
5-11 pm 
Sunday-Thursday 
4-midriight Fri ·& Sat 
.,..HIIIH•N._ ........ ■HH•HHIIIIHIIIHH• Ill lllli 
~ 10~ OFF i 
· ~ Giant or Large Pizza i 
! coupon expires 1/26/84 i 
..................................................................... 
., 
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Students ought 
to be students 
By Robert Siler 
Associate Editor 
Given the popularity of some of the issues the Washington 
Student Lobby is currently supporting, it's not surprising that 
many student governments have embraced WSL positions as 
their own. 
One plank of the WSL platform that should be held at arm's 
l~ngth for awhile, however, is the drive to put voting student 
members on uni_versity boards of trustees and regents. Such a 
move would constitute a major change in the responsibilities and 
purpose of those boards. 
The move to let students vote goes beyond the desire for more 
of a voice in university decisions. It seems to be based on the "if 
we pay, then we say" syndrome. 
That's fine, if you view the university as a huge corporation 
with stock holders that decide when to buy and sell. And given 
recent trends that show more schools being run on the business 
model, it's tempting to have control of the school move in that 
direction. 
But several good reasons exist for leaving the present system 
alone. 
If students were allowed a vote, both administration and 
faculty would have sound reasons to demand a vote. Their 
knowledge of educational trends, management practices and 
state economic policies in general would surpass the experience 
of any one student. 
., 
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• O_ <, Three more votes would open the Eastern's board up to 
political maneuvering, since administration, faculty and 
students all represent vocal interest groups. Currently, the board 
is able to avoid such posturing. Though Eastern's trustees are 
political appointees, their six-year terms help keep their deci-
sions from taking on political overtones. 
One role of boards, then, would change from that of an im-
partial court of last resort to one who's members would con-
stantly feel visible pressure from peers to ''see things our way.'' 
Tuition hikes are a problem 
Students already have a voice in university affairs. The AS 
president is an ex-officio (non-voting) member of the board. 
Students have voting positions on university councils and com-
mittees. Elected student leaders are watchdogs for student 
rights. 
Therefore, student government should not jump into the stu-
dent vote basket until all the ramifications of such. a plan are 
detailed. If Eastern's AS Council continues its strong ties with 
the WSL, a resolution to disassociate AS with the student vote 
issue is in order. 
ASEWO RESOLUTION 
To the editor: 
I thought the Easterner was 
supposed to be a student 
newspaper. but obviously I was 
wrong. This letter is- in response 
to Robert Siler's January 12th 
editorial, in which he tries to con-
vince everyone that a SO percent 
increase ia tuition (since 1979) is 
not a harsh problem. 
I'm sorry Mr. Siler. but I and 
1,811 other Eastern students just 
don't agree with you (1,812 being 
the number of Eastern students 
donating $ I to the WSL at winter 
quarter registration). Considering 
the prevailing apathy at Eastern, 
(I think student elections average 
about 5 percent turnout at best) I 
would say this is a significant 
number. 
I don't know how you pay your 
tuition, Bob, but I'd be willing to 
bet you've never set foot in the 
Highland Plasma Center (at least 
for the purpose of financing your 
education). Lots of us don't have 
Mommy and Daddy to pay our 
way, in fact many of us have 
families of our own to support 
while we attend college. So you 
see Mr. Siler, every little bit helps. 
Another thing I disagree with 
you on is the selective discrimina-
tion of students who can handle 
more than 18 credit hours per 
quarter. Why should they have to 
subsidize those who can't learn as 
fast? It seems much more effi-
cient to educate a student in three 
years than, say, four or five. 
Maybe then we wouldn't have to 
worry so much about the enroll-
ment lids. 
I do, however, agree with you 
that the right to attend school is 
paramount", but the result of the 
Legislature's action to raise tui-
tion has the same net result as 
enrollment lids; it keeps people 
from bettering themselves. 
A prominent individual recent-
ly calculated it had cost the state 
$40,000 to educate him. But his 
direct economic contribution to 
society was in the neighborhood 
of 3 million dollars. That's a pret-
ty good return on investment Mr. 
Siler, so think about it the next 
time you suggest students ought 
to finance their education by 
donating plasma. 
Dave Woodall 
BE IT HEREBY RESOLVED THAT, after a careful examination 
of the issues involved in the ASEWU'-s handling of Mr. M.J. 
Welte's application for a Council position, the Council ·now 
understands why a portion of the public perceived the procedures as 
racist and discriminatory. In view of the Council's adherence to the 
Washington State Anti-Discrimination Code, the following actions 
are being taken to assure the public of the Council's responsibility 
and commitment to uphold and abide by federal and state non-
discrimination statutes. · 
A. Standardized voting procedure in filling vacant A.S. Council 
positions. (This action has been taken.) 
Hunfers help wildlife 
8. The Council will participate in an awareness workshop at the 
Council retreats using campus-based minority, international stu-
dent, and other interest programs as resources. 
C. The Council will initiate contact with ASEWU-recognized stu-
dent organizations to solicit their representation on the A.S. Council 
and their committees. 
D. The A.S. will continue to sponsor and vigorously promote 
more multi-cultural events on campus, I.e., films, speakers, theatre, 
dance, art, food fairs, etc. 
E. The A.S. Council will initiate efforts with A.S.-supported 
publications to include mor.e materials which have a multi-cultural . 
and international student perspective. 11 
To the editor: 
I would like to commend The 
Easterner and writ~r Steve Hayes 
of the great outdoor articles and 
photographs. As an avid out-
doorsman, I have found the ar-
ticles to be both helpful and infor-
mative. 
I would also like to comment 
on the letter by Trish Glastre 
which appeared in last week's 
Easterner (Jan. 12). While I 
respect Ms. Glastre's right to op-
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pose hunting, I strongly object to 
several implications she made in 
her letter. 
Hunters are in no way 
anti-wildlife. To the contrary, 
money raised through licensing 
fees and hunting clubs benefits 
wildlife more than all the anti-
hunting groups combined. Hun-
ting ~ollars are used to feed starv-
ing deer and elk, flood grasslands 
to provide important nesting 
areas for waterfowl, and help 
relocate wildlife threatened by 
. civilization. 
Ms. Glastre' s suggestion that 
deer are better off starving than 
failing prey to hunters is both 
cruel and sad. Not· only is it a 
shame to see an animal slowly 
starve until it can't survive the 
cold but it is even worse to see 
that animal go to waste. Most 
hunters, such as myself, eat what 
we hunt and don't let it rot on the 
ground. The argument that nature 
can take care of itself is true. 
· Nature, however, can often do so 
in a very cruel way. 
I sincerely hope, Ms. Glastre, 
that you nevefi come across a deer 
that has starved to death. If you 
do, I think you will realize the 
pain and suffering that animal 
went through and then you will 
see how truly important you real-
ly are. 
David, Gregory · 
. Professor misquoted 
To the editor: 
I was badly misquoted in Susan 
Enslow's article "Faculty reac-
tions are varied" in° the Jan. 12 
issue. What I actually said was 
''The Higher Education Center is 
very valuable to the University; 
working people need a centrally 
located facility.'' 
By leaving out the key words 
indicated, the remark was reduc-
ed to tautological drivel on a par 
with Calvin . Coolidge's famous 
remar:k that "When many people 
are out of work, unemployment · 
results." 
Was he, too, merely a vi!=tim of 
sloppy reporting? 
Steve Simmons 
Enslow says her ·quote was ac-
curate but that she now realizes 
she quoted Simmons out of con-
text. The Easterner apologized 
for any embarrassment caused by 
the error. -ed. 
• ~~ ,~ , " -- • • l • l • • 
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Take all complaints to Mr. Potatohead 
Being the editor of a college newspaper, like most jobs I 
suppose, has its ups and downs. It's a pretty good feeling 
when someone throws caution to the wind and dares to .say 
something good about the newspaper. On the other hand 
there are those people who let it be known in no uncertain 
terms that they think The Easterner staff (and the editor in 
particular) should concentrate their efforts towards 
something more suiting their talents. Like sweeping behind 
horses in a parade, perhaps. 
I am told quite regularly that it's all part of the business. 
As editor I hear most of the complain'ts as well as the com-
pliments. Though it is not mentioned in the job descrip-
tion, I am also the unofficial ombudsman for The 
Easterner. 
Kai's 
Kolumn 
By Cal FltzSimmons 
Ombudsman is a term newspapers use to signify so-
meone who takes all the heat for the paper and is assigned 
with the unenviable task of defending the paper's posi-
tions. I'm not too sure I like the name ombudsman, 
though. For some reason it reminds m~ of potatoes. 
Star or The Globe for once? Speaking of the National En-
quirer I worider what happens when people write to com-
plain to that tabloid. Maybe it goes something like this: 
Anyway--we've put out 12 issues so far and the reactions 
have been predictably mixed. The oile single thing that has 
drawn the most attention is a story on the Cheney Day 
Care Center. Associated Students was talking about break-
ing their contract with the center, based on letters of com-
plaint they had received from parents and declining 
enrollments. 
To the Editor, National Enquirer: If ound the stories in 
your last issue to be wr/1 written, accurate, fair and totally 
absent of sensationalism. I am outraged! Please cancel my 
subscription immediately. JYith the direction you people 
are heading it won't be long before your magazine is 
nothing more than another New York Times. Disap-
pointedly yours, Greta and George Muck/over. 
I guess day care is like newspapers in a way because the 
story wasn't out for long at all before other opinions 
started pouring in. Most wrote letters pointing to their 
positive experiences with the center. Two persons called 
The Easterner office to relay their reactions to the story. 
One woman was complimentary of the story but the other 
woman was another story. I'm sure if this woman had a 
chance she would be willing to cast the first stone as long as 
it was headed in my direction. Among other things, she 
said the story was typical of The Easterner and this paper is 
nothing more than a clone of the National Enquirer. 
The Easterner will continue to follow the day care issue, 
closely reporting, to the best of our ability, both sides of 
the issue. 
I've wondered why people always use the National En-
quirer as an example when there are plenty of equally 
nauseating newspapers they could use. Why not use The 
Another thing about The Easterner that has drawn plen-
ty of reaction is an advertisement for tequila that ran 
several times in the paper. The ad featured an obviously 
enthusiastic young lady in a tight-fitting T-shirt. Some 
people have found this ad to be offensive. When we receiv-
ed the first protest letter I took another look at the ad to 
see if maybe I was missing something. I couldn't see 
anything too bad, so I assumed the writer was just ultra-
sensitive. When other letters of complaint started arriving I 
took another good look at the ad and again I came up emp-
ty. 
Maybe it was just me. When I was in grade school so-
meone smuggled a copy of the book • Hidden Persuaders' 
Cortez joins AS Council 
By Robert Siler 
Associate Editor 
Jose Cortez, who ran a close se-
cond to Pat Davidson in the fall 
quarter elections, was appointed 
to vacant council Position 3 Tues-
day. "He was clearly the most 
quali fled candidate," said AS 
President Gina Hames. 
Cortez' quest for an elected 
position last quarter "set him 
above-the rest," she added: 
Council member Bob Nichols, 
who helped Hames interview can-
didates for the opening, agreed. 
"The thing that really impress-
ed me was that he was willing to 
run in the past. Some council 
members are appointed and then 
never bother to run again. The in-
terest was there," Nichols said. 
"I'm really glad," Cortez said. 
'' I and a lot of other people spent 
a lot of time campaigning last 
fall. It was very frustrating to 
lose." 
"l hope I can do the best job 
possible," he said. 
Cortez came in second to 
Davidson in the race for council 
Position 1 last qu~rter. Javier 
O'Brien was elected to Position 3, 
but was discovered to be ineligible 
for "academic reasons," Hames 
said. 
Hames and Nichols interviewed 
six other candidates for the posi-
tion, she said. 
Claire Boothe Luce sought 
for commencement speakeri 
By Ken Frederick 
Staff Writer 
In a departure from Eastern's 
recent trend toward ·male gradua-
tion speakers, ASEWU's Com-
mencement Committee is pursu-
ing Clare Boothe Luce as this 
year's speaker. 
· According to Peter L. Perkins, 
committee member, Luce is an 
versation with Perkins. Luce 
recently appeared on "60 
Minutes." 
Other members of the Com-
mencement Committee are Steve 
Zander, Diane Showalter, Ken 
Dolan, Edith Buckland, and Dr. 
Noreena Carr. 
• 
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into class. All my friends were giggling at whiskey ads but I 
just couldn't see what the problem was. Believe me I gave 
those glasses of ice cubes a thorough examination. 
Would someone please explain to me exactly what the 
problem is with the Two Fingers Tequila ad? 
There are people who tell me we spend too much space 
talking about the PUB expansion project. I tend to agree 
when something happens that is substantial I feel we have 
an obligation to the students to mention it. 
I got to wondering the other day about the reaction to 
the PUB expansion issue in South Korea. Each week we 
mail a copy of The Easterner to our sister institution in 
· that country, Dongguk University. I can just see the 
students there pouring through their English translation 
books trying to find out what PUB means. Once they find 
out they must think this is a pretty progressive university if 
the hottest issue on campus is the building of a bigger 
tavern. 
Something that has jm: surfaced came not from The 
Easterner but from a poster, or a non-poster if you will. 
This non-poster has several things to say in favor of three 
non-candidates for a non-election that is coming up. At 
first I dismissed the poster as non-sense but close examina-
tion of the bill proved quite interesting. The originators of 
the poster, Craig, Mike and Mike (no, you Newhart fans, 
it't not his other brother Mike) seem to have taken excep-
tion with none other than myself_ 
The poster accuses me of being illegally elected to this 
editor's position. I don't know if they're saying I broke 
any law or anything, but these boys are vicious. Of the 
three I've only met Craig when he came into The Easterner 
office last November to tell me I had been selected by a 
commission that contained members who didn't belong 
there. I don't know what I was expected to do with the in-
formation. Turn in my typewriter? 
Actually these people might have something there. If 
they can run for student council on a platform that pro-
mises to get rid of The Easterner editor they might just 
have a chance. I'm sure there are a few votes to be had at 
· Cheney Day Care. 
-·------
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ideal candidate because she meets 11 
all of the criteria established by 
the committee. A congresswoman 
during the 1940's and a former 
U.S. Ambassador to Italy, Luce ;; 
represents the successful, well-
known person with a message for 
students, Perkins said. Luce cur-
rently lives in Washington D.C. 
,and is a member of President 
Reagan's Foreign Intelligence Ad-
visory Board. 
Selection process for RA positions in 
Spring and Fall quarters is now in 
progress. Interested???? 
Past commencement speakers 
have generally been political 
leaders, including such figures as 
former President Gerald Ford, 
former U. N. Secretary General 
Kurt Waldheim, and Gov. John 
Spellman. Luce would be . "a 
positive step" toward the com- 11 
mittee's goal of "steering away 
from political figures and enter- 11 
tainers," said Perkins. 11 
Pick up application now ... SHW 122. 
There will be NO selection process 
this Spring. 
APPLY NOW!!!! 
RESIDENTIAL. lLIFE 
Perkins added that Morley 
Safer of "60 Mjnutes" recom- . 1 
mended Luce as "an excellent j 
speaker" during a telephone con- _____________ ....,_ 
Pqe 6 TIie F.uterner January 19, 1914 
Sports 
Gail, 198, vs. 580 pounds 
•
• 
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Photo by Steve Smith 
Eastern's Gail Walters squats 580 pounds while competing in the 1984 Washington Open Powerlifling 
Championships at Central Valley High School Sunday. 
MWAC summit in view 
It's going to be the Mountain tories over the Montana schools 
West Athletic Conference's Game this weekend. 
of the Week. Friday's battle with Montana 
Friday, the Lady Eagles host promises to be one of the most 
the Lady Griz of Montana in entertaining women's games in 
Reese Court (game time 7:30 Reese Court this season. The 
p.m.). Just two games into the Eagles, already unbeate.n in four 
Mountain WAC campaign, 
EWU, in its quest to grab the con-
ference championship, will get its 
toughest test thus far. 
Montana, last year's Mountain 
1}/v AC champion in the con-
ference 's inaugural season, is an 
experienced team. Four starters 
off la'it season's title club have the 
Grizzlies winning again this year. 
Montana opened MW AC play 
last weel:end by crushing state-
ri val Montana State, 76-53. 
Overall, UM is 10-3 and 112-43 
under the leadership of sixth-year GREG LEE 
coach Robin Selvig. 
Before the MW AC was created tries in Reese Court, will be 
in 1982, Montana captured the ready. 
Former Eastern wrestling stan-
dout Lanny Davidson has been 
added to the mat coaching staff at 
the University of Oklahoma. 
A native of Ephrata, Wash., 
Davidson was a National Associa-
tion of lni:ercollegiate Athletic 
champion in 1977. He was the 
NAIA tournament's most 
outstanding wrestler. 
In 1982, he was named to the 
Intercollegiate Wrestling Hall of 
Fame. An All-American all four 
years he grappled, Davidson won 
I 59 matches, losing just six. 
Stan Abel, head coach at OU, 
says Davidson is the finest young 
coach in America and is a tremen-
dous addition to the Sooners' pro-
gram. 
Another example of an Eastern 
student/athlete doing well for 
himself. 
••••• 
Mountain Division and the Don't miss it. David Thompson, Eastern's 6-
AIA W Division for the 1981 and ••••• foot-9 freshman center from 
1982 seasons in the Northwest This one's hard to figure. Milwaukie, Ore., doesn't seem to 
Women's Basketball League. Last week in Washington state be missed by his high school 
Eastern is averaging 82.2 points boy's prep basketball action, team. 
per contest and the Eagles have a · Mabton High School defeated, er, 
winning margin average of 15.9. destroyed Trout Lake. The SC!)re: 
points per game. Both statistics Mabton 129, Trout Lake 19. No, 
are tops in the conference. it's not a typographical error. 
The Lady Eagles, however, Both Class B schools are 
A graduate last June of LaSalle 
High School, a private Catholic 
school, Thompson's alma mater 
has run up a 10-0 record at the 
halfway mark of the season (as of 
Wednesday). 
meet a Montana team which located near Sunnyside. The score 
allows just 56.3 points per game ties the state record for l~rgest 
(best in the conference) . . The margin of victory. 
Eagles may not score over 80 In a newspaper article in the LaSalle is ranked No. I by the 
points against the Grizzlies Fri- Tri-City Herald, Mabton coach Associated Press in Oregon~s 
day, but when scoring over 8Q, Greg Hurn was quoted: "We Class AA poll. 
EWU has won eight times. could have scored 160 points. I Thompson, Oregon's Class AA 
Eastern's women survived the pulled my team out of 30 or 40 Player of the Year last winter, 
first weekend of MW AC action layups. I made our players run the averaged 20.1 points per game his 
without casualty. The Eagles and' offense as much as I could." seni~r year and scored · 1,305 
Vandals of Idaho are tied atop the Trout Lake Athletic Director points. 
conference standin~s with • 2-0 Jim Nitz said ~abton could have He helped LaSalle win 73 and 
records. Montana 1s one game scored 200 pomts. It wa~ a g~e lose just five in three years. · 
back at 1-0. between the best team he s seen m His team by the way won the 
Eastern outscored Weber State 10 years and the worst, he said. 1983 Orego~ state AA title. · 
last Friday, 80-72, in Ogden, Mabton had seven players ·scor-
Utah. On Saturday, EWU tripped ing in double figures. Trout Lake 
Idaho State, 9().. 75, in Pocatello. · turned the ball over 46 times, 
Saturday, the Lady Eagles host missed 19 free throws and made 
Montana State, 0-1 in the just 12 percent of its shots, the 
MWAC, 8-3 overall. newspaper reported. 
The Eagles could take off in It'll take Mabton minus ' 100 
their chase of the Mountain WAC points the next time both teams 
title (and possible berth in the meet. Any takers? 
NCAA Tournament) with vie- ••••• 
... 
••••• 
For those who care, here's. my 
Super Bowl prediction. 
I would not put money on this 
even if I was a betting man. 
Washington will win back-to-
back Super ~wls, but it won't be 
easy. Redskins 30, Los Angeles 
24. 
. 
Zwarych reaches 
1000-point mairk· 
Co•plled fro• starr IIUOll■ta 
The Eastern women have won 
eight of their last nine games, in-
cluding their Mountain West 
Athletic Conference openers last 
weekend. 
The high-scoring Lady Eagles 
machine outpointed Weber State 
College 80-72 in Ogden, Utah, 
Friday before crushing Idaho 
State 90-75 Saturday in Pocatello. 
The Eagles and Idaho are per-
ched atop the Mountain WAC 
standings at 2-0. EWU has won -
five of its last six road games. 
After an early season shooting 
slump, lone senior Fay Zwarych 
(of Vernon, British Columbia) 
has cuaght fire. She was voted 
Monday as the Mountain West's 
basketball athlete of the week. 
Tuesday she was honored as the 
Inland Empire Sportswriters and 
Broadcasters Association's col-
lege player of the week. 
Zwarych poured in 23 points 
with 10 rebounds in Eastern's 
triumph over Weber State, and 
she topped the 1,000-point mark 
for her career. She needed 20 
points heading into last 
weekend's conference play to 
reach the 1,000 plateau. 
Her 20 points in Eastern's 
runaway win over ISU pushed her 
four-year total to 1,023. With 12 
conference and two non-
conference games remaining, 
Zwarych conceivably could end 
her stellar career in Cheney with 
over 1,300 points. 
Averaging 82.2 points per 
game, EWU and Zwarych aren't 
lacking offensive support. The 6-
foot senior averages 16.3 a game, 
while five other Eagles produce 
seven points or more per game. 
The Eagles (9-3 overall after a 
1-2 start) may be suspect in the 
defense department, allowing 
66.3 points an encounter. 
Eastern will get two of its stif-
f est tests in MW AC action this 
weekend when it hosts Montana, 
last year's conference champion, 
and Montana State in Reese 
Court Friday and Saturday, 
respectively. Game time is- 7:30 
p.m. (both games can be heard on 
·--
Fay Zwarych 
Top scorer 
EWU radio sta~ion K-89 beginn-
ing at 7:20). 
In conference play last 
weekend, Montana topped MSU 
76-53; ISU fell to cross-state rival 
Idaho 88-59 (and EWU); 
Portland State was stopped by 
Boise State 63-61; Idaho slipped 
past Weber State 82-76 (and 
crushed ISU); and Weber State, 
last year's conference runner-up, 
lost to EWU and Idaho. 
Statistical notes: The Grizzlies 
are 10-3 overall, MSU 8-
3 ... Eastern's Monica Van Riper, 
a starting forward, leads the 
MWAC in field goal accuracy. 
Plloto by Steve Smith 
Eastern racquetball player Tony Webb returns the ball in his victory 
over Dick Kelly, 15-13, 15-14 . 
Outdoors· 
How about EWU stops 
-ice fishing? Idaho 
By Stephen G. Hayes 
Outdoor Writer 
This is traumatic time for many 
outdoorsmen. Winter has set in, 
leaving nothing but memories and 
freezer-wrapped meat as only the 
remnants of the past hunting 
season. 
Many outdoorsmen reluctantly 
quit hunting during th~ winter 
months and wait for spring and 
the general fishing season. But 
this needn't be the case. There are 
several legitimate ways to stay in 
the field throughout the winter. 
Even though the cold weather 
forces waterfowl to warmer 
climates, it also freezes the lake 
and gives ice fishermen a chance 
to drop a line through the ice. 
Activity is starting to pick up at 
Bead Lake, where anglers will be 
hoping to hook huge freshwater 
ling (burbot) as soon as the ice 
firms up. Bead Lake is located in 
Pend Oreille county north of 
Newport. Anglers are reminded 
that the set lines are illegal in 
Region I. This means that lines 
can't be left unattended while in 
the water. 
Fourth of July Lake near 
Sprague has produced average 
fishing for nine-to-fifteen inch 
rainbows. Fishermen have been 
averaging one fish apiece at thfs 
-popular lake the last few weeks. 
Newman Lake, east of Spokane 
near the Idaho border, opened for 
year-round fishing January 1. A 
few trout and perch have been 
taken since the opening. 
Now is also a good time to try 
for whitefish up on the Kettle and 
Pend Oreille rivers. They can be 
found in large schools at this time 
prior to their . spring. spawning 
migration. 
When the fishing's off, winter-
bound sportsmen can still do a lit-
tle hunting. Coyote hunters, who 
enjoy a year-long season, have 
their best action at this time of 
year. The cold weather for~es the 
coyotes to feed more often. This 
gives the hunter a better chance to 
find one loping along a ridge 
looking for field mice. The 
highest concentrations of coyotes 
are in the area between Cheney 
and the Snake River. The best 
time to find them on the move is 
in the early morning until 9:00 or 
10:00 am. 
Waterf.owl hunters have . one 
more weekend until their season 
closes on Sunday. Most of the 
ducks and geese have moved intQ 
the Tri-Cities/Walla Walla area. 
The best goose hunting seems to 
be around the Burbank (near 
Pasco). The big birds have been 
coming off the Snake River in the 
morning and feeding in nearby 
cropfields. 
Another way to get out of the 
house on a bleak winter day is to 
grab a .22 ri fie and try to arrange 
a date with a rabbit for your fry-
ing pan. The season runs until 
February 29 and is often 
overlooked by hunters. There are 
both snowshoe hares and cotton-
tail rabbits in the area. 
Snowshoes are found in the 
mountain areas and cottontails 
are just about everywhere else. 
Even though hunting and 
fishing slows down during the 
winter, there are plenty of oppor-
tunities for the avid sportsman. 
If a person truly wants to be in the 
field there is always a good excuse 
to go. And these excuses come in 
handy when there's nothing to do 
over the weekend but study. 
Cu•piled fro111 alaff ■«011■11 
Eastern snapped a nine-game 
losing streak Tuesday, the longest 
since Coach Jerry Krause's first 
season (1968) with a 77-70 win 
over Idaho in Reese Court. 
The Eagles dealt Idaho its sixth 
straight setback and reversed an 
earlier thrashing by the Vandals 
in Moscow, 91-69. 
Tonight Eastern plays its next-
to-last home game in Reese 
Court, hosting Boise State ( 1-1 in 
Big Sky action, 9-5 overall). EWU 
is proving it's a tougher foe the 
second time around. The first 
time it played Idaho State, the 
Bengals won, 64-57 (in Pocatello. 
When ISU visited Cheney, the 
game went into overtime before 
the Big Sky team triumphed, 75-
74. 
The same is true with Gonzaga, 
Montana and Idaho. 
The homestanding Bulldogs 
crushed Eastern 86-57 earlier 
before the Eagles rallied at home 
against the John Stockton-led 
Gonzagans, 91-80. When Eastern 
visited Montana in Bozeman, the 
Grizzlies had little trouble dispos-
ing of the newly affiliated Divi-
sion I team, 97-73. It was the 
Eagles' worst defeat until they 
~et Nebraska last week (105-71). 
The next time around with 
Montana, Eastern lost at home in 
overtime, 87-81. Eastern led by 
four points with 24 seconds left in 
regulation. 
Eastern, with the available 
players it has, is at least improv-
ing the second time around. 
That's got to be a good sign for 
Krause in a season full of more 
downs than ups. 
Despite 20-points-plus perfor-
mances from iunior center Tony 
Chrisman, Eastern fell to Kan-
Grapplers fall 
sas State (64-57) and Nebraska 
during its Midwest road trip. 
The 6-foot-9 post from 
Wallowa, Ore., tallied 21 points 
in Eastern's loss to K-State 
Thursday. Averaging 16. 7 points 
per game, Chrisman scored 28 
against Nebraska Saturday. 
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
Sports Staff Writer 
Add the 1983-84 wrestling 
season to the list of casualties of 
Eastern's rapid rise in athletics to 
NCAA Division L 
"We're trying to upgrade it 
pretty fast," said wrestling coach 
Mike Hunter of the Eagle grap-
plers' jump to the higher 
classification. EWU, in its first 
year of Division I wrestling, is 3-
12 on the season following a loss 
to Washington State (38-60) in 
Pullman Tuesday. 
In addition to the harsh 
schedule facing EWU this year, 
the Eagles must contend with its 
own youth. Eight of the 10 star-
ting wrestlers on the team are 
freshmen. And in one meet, 
Eastern wrestled nine freshmen in 
10 weight classes. 
"We're in the building stages 
right now," said Hunter. "It's 
just a matter of time (until the 
team can compete with Division I 
opponents)." ,Hunter said he is 
looking for the Eagles to be out of 
"the building s.tage" in a couple 
of years. "It's a hard way of lear-
ning, going up against that Cjlliber 
of wrestling," he said. 
Those aren't the only problems 
facing ··Eastern's presently ,,,, 
pathetic wrestling program. 
Four wrestlers are ineligible to 
participate because of 
substandard grades, acc~rding to 
Hunter. They are....,. all up-
perclassmen - experience. 
Also, there appears to be what 
Hunter calls a downsloping trend 
of interest in the sport in this 
area. "Wrestling around here has 
kind of gone down," he said. 
Transfers and dropouts have 
pl_asued Eastern wrestling in the 
last few years: "Wrestling ·is not 
one of the biggest sports around 
here," he said. 
A lack of depth on EWU's 
team has developed due. to a com-
bination o·f these problems. As a 
result, te Eagles currently must 
forfeit the 158-pound weight class 
at every meet, as they have no 
wrestler at _that weight. 
'lj,'10 
Against Idaho, he poured in 23, 
his fifth 20-point effort in the last 
six games. 
Chrisman has scored 324 points 
in 19 games, making 59 percent of 
his field goal tries. 
MoF-e sports 
see page 8 
The prophet Habakkuk cries out in a world like our own, filled with vio-
lence and greed. Is there no justice? ts God good? More than two dozen 
projectors, fully automated. An original score. A multl•image look at the 
meaning of history, faith and security. 
-----·-------------------
Jan. 24, 25 ·and 26 PUB MPR 
Times: Noon and 7:00 pm 
Cost: $2.00 in advance - $2.50 at door 
TIie F.altener J■■■ary 19, 1914 Pap 7 
Here.comes Jerry 
REESE. -C.OURT 
oraa w 
HO~E "tSITOA 
Soc-it-to-her Photo by Brad Garrison 
Soccer has returned to Eastern. Budget cuts in 1982 contributed to 
the demise of Eastern's soccer team. The Second Annual Inland Em-
pire Soccer Association 6-a-side indoor tournament kicked off ac-
tion last weekend in Reese Court. The tourney continues over rhe 
next five weekends. A team of undergraduate and graduate students 
formed a team representing EWU and won two of their three games. 
Above is action in the jack-and-Jill porlion of the tournament. 
,, 
SAVEii ------------------coUPON 
Clean Your Suits for TOLO 
s1 SO OF- F 2or3piecesuit 
. coupon must accompany cleaning 
---JIFFY CLEANERS Coupon Wort1>1 ·20· 
COUPON __ 1_1oa_F_1_,._._s_._.,_c_h_•_n• .. Y ___ P_h_o_n_e_2_3_s_-&_2_49 _____ _. 
., 
For Quality 
and Price _i, 
We deliver gasoline· 
dieseJ and lubricant 
Bl "\'s FIL 
• Wa '· r I.M. Player of the Week* ~: ·· :·J;i:, . 
838-50~ 7 . 235-4400 
103 First~ Cheney · 
• I 
, . 
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Eastern to 
benefit from 
Seattle season 
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
Sports Staff Writer 
Though Seattle won't be 
represented at the Super 
Bowl in Tampa Sunday, the 
Seahawks did get as close as 
16 points to number XVIII, 
better than even the most 
avid Hawk fan could have 
dreamt when the season 
began. 
How will the first playoff 
season in Seahawks history 
affect Cheney when the 
team comes to town next 
summer to train for '84? 
"We're going to see an 
increase in interest in the 
Seahawks' training camp," 
said Director of Auxiliary 
Services Don Manson. 
"Every year there's a cer-
tain number of people who 
come out to see the camp," 
he said. "I think that 
number is going to increase 
this year.'' 
Manson said the universi-
ty is planning to provide for 
spectators mor~ seating ad-
jacent to the practice fields. 
And he said the Seahawks 
have agreed to help with the 
purchase of new bleachers. 
Seattle's success will aid 
Eastern financially this 
summer. According to 
Manson, the school will 
-step up its efforts in 
marketing Seahawk 
souvenirs, "taking advan-
tage of a revenue source." 
The use of concession 
stands will also be expand-
ed. "We're going to make it 
more elaborate this year,'' 
said Manson. 
The Seahawks finished 
the 1983 regular season with 
a 9-7 record, securing 
themselves the last remain-
ing AFC wildcard playoff 
berth. 
In the team's first post-
season adventure, Seattle 
hammered Denver 31-7 and 
upset Miami 24-20 before 
crumbling under the attack 
of the Los Angeles Raiders 
30-14 in the AFC cham-
pionship game. 
., 
Lab gives free 
fitness checks 
By Charlotte Ludwig 
Slaff Writer 
The Human Performance 
Laboratory on campus offers 
total fitness assessments and exer-
cise prescriptions to the faculty, 
staff, students, and community. 
Students assisting in the program 
gain proficiency and experience 
for placement in the growing 
fitness industry. 
'The Human Perf or-
mance Lab provides tests 
in aerobic functioning, 
body composition, and 
strength.' 
In meeting the demands of to-
day's growing fitness industry, a 
bachelor of science degree in exer-
cise science was approved winter 
quarter, 1983. A cumulative 
grade point average of 2. 75 is re-
quired. In addition to the new ma-
jor and the Stress and Human 
Performance Laboratory, which 
is responsible for the total fitness 
program, is the aspect of resear-
ch, according to William A. 
Greene, Ph.D., director of the 
Stress and Human Performance 
Laboratory of Psychology and 
HPEA. 
Exercise science students and 
psychology students participate in 
basic research in the psychology 
lab and are presently working on 
cardio-vascular resonses to exer-
cise stress. Two papers have been 
completed so far. 
The total fitness program, ac-
cording to Greene, is a function-
ing part of health promotion of 
the university and serves to make 
people aware of their fitness 
status and health risk factors. 
The Human Performance Lab 
provides tests in aerobic function-
ing, body composition, and 
strength, which provi.des data to 
compare a person to the "norm" 
for their age and sex, and gives 
them a goal' toward which they 
can work. ROTC students are be-
ing assessed this quarter. More in-
formation can be obtained by 
calling 359-2340. The hours for 
.free blood pressure checks are 
posted on campus. 
In the future the student 
chapter of the Association for 
Fitness in Business, a national 
organization that promotes health 
and fitness in the business com-
munity, and EWU students will 
engage in a number of projects to 
further the goals of health and 
fitness. The chapter will also have 
preparation activities and par-
ticipate in pre-Bloom's Day ac-
tivities. It will also participate in a 
health fair that the university will 
sponsor in the spring. 
• 
• Dave's Auto 
¼ Mile South On Spangle Road 
• Fore~gn & Dom~stic Repair 
• High Power Engine Repair 
• Body & Glass Repair 
• New & Used Parts 
I 24 Hour Towing 
235 .. 61.23, Che·ney • 838-3677, Spokane 
• Ill 
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Ski club 
plans triri 
HAVING COMPANY? 
TRY THE 
Ill. Co111piled fro111 ataff llttOHll It's still not too late to pull the 
skies out of the closet, wax them 
and hit the slopes. 
The EWU Ski Club is preparing 
a weekend of skiing and recrea-
tional excitement at Bogus Basin 
Resort, located 16 miles north of 
Boise, Idaho. The three-day ski-
ing affair will take place Feb. 18-
20. 
The package trip includes for 
Sl2S three days of skiing, tWCI 
nights of lodging and access to 
other recreational facilities. The 
trip is limited to the first 47. 
Registration began Monday and 
11 have already signed up. 
In the· works is a week-long 
retreat to Sun Valley, Idaho, 
home of one of the top ski attrac-
tions in the Pacific Northwest. 
The d ub presently has 150 
members accounted for, a 
dramatic increase in membership 
over · 85 , 1... o f last winter. 
For more 1n!ormation on up-
coming evems , contact the S~i 
Club at 359-7971. 
304 W.1s1 Cheney, WA. 99004 
On State Highway 904 
Color 1V in Every Roo•I 
PHONE: 235-8538 
a·-• L artcraft prlndng, Inc. 
Resumes 
- Resumes -
Resumes 
' , 
. YOUR COMPllft RESUME SERVICE! 
Let us prepare your resume. We're a full service print shop. 
624-3383 W. 33·1 Main, Spokane, WA 
/. 
- EASY PARKING -
.Due ro an error beyond our control. Arte.raft Printing's ad and alphabetical 
listing were omitted in the yellow pages of the 1983 Telephone Directory. 
Lab assist. Sue Solotlst tests ROTC cadet Terressa Peterson for aerobic 
fitness and strength. Photo by Sten Smith 
United 
Ministries 
Pastoral Epistle 
Greetings 
Welcome back to classes, books, study, and basketball! I hope 
that everyone enjoyed their break and is now well into the swing 
of Winter Quarter . 
This quarter tends to be a "downer" for many people: the 
weather restricts peoples movement and claustrophobia sets in, 
the long night brings with it apathy and a subtle depression. It is 
vitally imponant that you recognize the signs and make plans to 
minimize the disease. Any number of groups try to schedule extra 
activities to provide oppoI1unities for you to get out and do. 
I am quite pleased with the many opponunities campus 
religious groups are providing jointly to help facilitate spiritual 
growth and fellowship . Ecumenism or cooperation among dif-
ferent churches is a vital movement to bring together the diverse 
Body of Christ. Many people find the separateness generates 
competitiveness which is contrary to the spirit of Christ. While 
preseIVing the uniqueness of the various traditions ecumenical 
activities provide for common witness and seIVice. I hope in the 
coming months you will take advantage of these many oppor-
tunities to enrich your spiritual life. 
In the coming issues of the Eutemer I will try to describe some 
of the paths of spiritual growth and disciplines that may be of 
benefit in your pilgrimmage. If you have other approaches that 
help you please let me know . 
PAX, 
Ed 
E•enta 
Sunday 11 AM Wonhip in area churches 
5:30 PM Soap IIIPPU at the Methodist Church 
6:30 PM College Orcnap Stady at the Methodist Church 
Tuesday 2:30 PM K-House Orowtll Oroap 
Wednesday 12 NOON PUB (above Deli) Tlaeology for luch 
Thumday 7 PM K-House Film Night at the K 
Friday 11 AM PUB 3GH Commanity Stllllenta Fellowalalp 
Wednesday, 3:30 PM, Jan. as, Coaches' Film Room, Fellcnnlalp of 
Cbmtlaa AW.tea 
Thursday, 8 PM, Jan. 26, Showalter, Chriatlan Mute Colleen, 
featuring Tom Hauff and Dave Firth 
~Qvcll 
.... 
UIMI• 
..... , ..... yen 
U ..... QuaefCllrtll 
413■.­UMID n.-.. ........ 
aPa1'rl'lllr19dQuu U ..... MealeMIIQlllllla 
•- 1111 ... c .... a 
" n.a..~!~ .. --.. m 1111 
--r•- n.a.. .•• ,.. ...... 
IUll.l'ZLLO..... l :30ftl K•■OlflE 
nnraa. .....-rrmn AIID l'ILLOWIIIII' J PM K-■OUIE K-GIIOUNw,_ ,.., ... ,_...._ 
IIEll'1aaon ... .._, ... ,...,.. 
a c~mpus min'istry o/ .. . 
AMERICAN BAPTIST CONVENTION 
CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) 
EPISCOPAL CHURCH . 
THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, U .S.A. 
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST 
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH 
THE REV. EDWARD T. CHURCH 
DIRECTOR AND CAMPUS MINISTER 
@ K -HOUSE N . 9TH AND ELM ~ HENEY, WA 99004 
~ - j: (509)· 235,2500 
235-2732 
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Eastern trainer 
lands movie role 
By Allee Kirkmire 
Staff Writer 
Scene 1: The arena is dark, ex-
cept for a spotlight focusing on 
the large rubber mat lying in the 
middle. The place is packed, and 
as the announcer takes his place 
behind the microphone the au-
dience begins to come to life. As 
muffled screams from the au-
dience are heard the announcer 
begins. "Wrestling at. .. " the rest 
isn't heard as the audience cheers 
on their favorite. "And from 
Hoover· High School, weighing in 
at. .. ," the announcer continues 
and the crowd goes wild. 
" ... three-time state champ,. Brian 
Shute." As Brian runs out onto 
the mat the crowd cheers and 
stomps their' feel while the theme 
song from "Jaws" blares from 
the sound system. And the match 
begins. 
Scene 2: The Eastern campus is 
busy with smaents going to and · 
from various classes. Frank 
Jaspers, an. Eastern junior, is 
busy over at the Phase, preparing, 
Eagle wrestlers for an upcoming 
match. Taping the ankles and 
wrists of the young wrestlers, 
Jaspers remembers the scene men-
tioned above; his mind flashing 
batk to another time as he grins 
to himself, remembering what it 
was like. 
What do these two scenes have 
to do with each other? Well, both 
involve the sport of wrestling and 
each includes Frank Jaspers. The 
first comes from the soon to be 
released, locally made movie "Vi-
sion Quest" in which Jaspers 
stars as Brian Shut.e, a high school 
student. 
A little luck 
Jaspers says he landed the part 
due to just a little bit of luck. "I 
was in the Phase and a guy I knew 
came in to work out. with the 
(wrestling) team." Grinning, he 
continues: '' He told me they were 
still looking for someone to play 
the second main character. He 
said that the producers wanted so-
meone who could wrestle and who 
was muscular. It was getting close 
to filming and they were 
desperate. I guess the guy who 
had been hired had problems. Ap-
parently he suffered from 
leukemia and every time they shot 
a wrestling scene, his skin would 
crack and bleed. 
''So anyway, this guy kept after 
me to try for the part. I told him I 
thought he was crazy. I'm not an 
actor," Jaspers says. Eventually 
he did go in and try out for the 
part in "Vision Quest." Upon 
entering the office where audi-
tions were being held, Frank was 
handed a script and told to read 
some lines aloud. "I read a few 
lines o.k. Then I messed up, and ~ 
started laughing. I always laugh 
when I get nervous. Well, the 
director looked at me and said 
'We're looking for intensity here. 
Go on, but don't laugh! That's 
when it hit me that this was 
serious business, not just a 
game." 
Shaved moustache 
That was just the beginning of 
Jaspers' whirlwind shot at show 
' 
< u.-~ ilU~~-
business. After successfully pass- 1~-~~--=-=--~:---~--.~..--;~'.":".:":'."'.':""":~::r:-::~~'::T"-r.::~~.,.....""'.T'"'""":'-...l.:---:-~~~-~ 
ing that interview, five more were hough he claims "I'm not an actor," Eastern student ran aspers 1s playing a key role in "Vision 
set up with various crew uest," a feature-length movie recently shot in Spokane. Jaspers, who will portray a wrestling champ 
members. The casting director in the movie, is pictured above grappling with assistant wrestling coach Craig Foster. Jaspers is on top. 
listened to Jaspers read lines scene, have lunch, and then go · the screeen for the big . finale. As mingling with the industries 
again and then took some pictures back to that same scene we were the scene comes to a close the finest. A time when the hair on 
of him. He then read lines for the working on at the beginning of house lights come on and people . his neck stood up as he waltzed in-
director. A wrestling coach help- the day. As an actor you're sup- begin to leave the theater. As the to the big fight in that last scene. 
ing with filming was called in to posed to be ready to shoot your credits roll by one person remains A time when he starred in his first 
check out his wretttling ability. scene no matter how tired you in the front row, starring intently mov~e, one that he feels, 
Jaspers was then asked to shave are, or how many times you've at the credits, grinning from ear regardless if it's his last, changed 
off his moustache so the director shot the scene before. It get's long to ear. As Frank Jaspers name his life in more ways than one. 
could see if he would look young and tiring." flashed by on the massive screen, "It's an awesome feeling." He 
enough for the part. "I shaved it his eyes cloud over, recalling smiles as he shrugs on his jacket Talking to agents 
off before I even knew if the part another time; a time when he and departs the theater. Jaspers' parents were extremely 
was mine. They also asked me if I thrilled when they learned of his stood in front of the camera 
did get the part would I mind cut- acting abilities. "Mom wanted me 
ting my hair pretty short. It didn't to send pictures to agents in 
really bother me because I knew it California, but I think I'll wait 
would grow back', so I said sure." until the movie is released before I 
Jaspers was then asked to come start packing my bags. I have 
back one more day so the pro- talked to some agents, but right 
ducer could meet him. 
On the following Monday now I've got a few years of col-
everyone was ready to meet lege left ahead of me. I might con-
sider another movie, but it would 
Jaspers and· the producer had have to be a good part. Right now 
flown up from Los Angeles to I'm content where I am." 
give his final approval. Jaspers Jaspers agrees that this was 
walked in to the office, smiled probably one of the greatest ex-
and shook hands with everyone. periences of his life. Although it 
"Then I was surprised when the ranks up near the top, it did have 
director grabbed me by the arm a few drawbacks. "I had an op-
and asked me to come back in portunity to work with some of 
again and not smile. He gave me a 
light slap on the.face and I turned the nicest people in the movie in-
and walked back out the door. I duStry. And I also got to learn 
what being a star involves. Some 
kinda' shrugged to myself and of the well-known actors have 
tried again." fans hassling them for hugs, 
Needless lo say, Jaspers passed kisses and autographs. After a 12-
all five interviews and got the hour day you've got to put up 
part. Yet he found acting a lot with that. It's a nice feeling, I'll 
tougher than he feels many people admit. The fans are a big part of 
realize it is. "I had a hard time the business, but it can also get on 
believing that acting could be yo~r nerves. It's a crazy business, 
anything but glamorous, before I and I bet it can get lonely at times. 
did the movie. Now I understand Everyone's out to make a name 
how hard' it is on a person, not on- for themselves, you learn to 
ly mentally but physically as well. watch who's toes you step on." 
We'd start a scene in the morning, · Scene 3: The movie theater is 
then jump to an entirely different silent as the characters appear on 
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Current 
Contest 
Standings: 
1 • Streeter 5th· 
2 • Pearce 6th 
3 • Streeter-3rd 
Tuition and fees are due by 5 p.m., Jan. 23, 1984. 
Please pay in the Cashier's Office, Slilowa_lter 120. 
For further infofmation see Student Receivables, 
Showalter 118 or call 359-237 4. 
Call store manager 
for further contest 
details. 
Our drivers carry leas 
than $20.00. 
Limited delivery a~a. 
01982 Domlnda Pizza, Inc. 
Fast, Free Delivery 
, 
235-2000 
1879- 1st St. 
® Cheney 
. ., 
,· 
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Movies 
'Hot Dog' is a beach blanket weiner 
By Cassie Andrews 
Movie Critic 
.. 
If you like to ski and to watch 
others ski, and you arent's too 
concerned about much else, "Hot 
Dog - the movie'' just might be 
for you. 
The skiing sequences are well 
done and the photography is quite 
good. There are a lot of nice 
stunts in both skiing and falling. 
Unfortunately, that's where the 
movie's good points end. 
The lead character in the film is 
Harkin Banks (Patrick Houser) 
from Bonners Ferry, Idaho. 
There, he says, '' Men are men 
and sheep are nervous." He's 
been working with cattle all sum-
mer to save money to travel to 
compete in the Freestyle World 
Cup. 
Before he gets to the competi-
tion site he gives a ride to a girl 
named Sunny (Tracy Smith) who 
is on her way to San Francisco. 
She makes it clear that she isn't 
going to "do anything" with 
Harkin, then expresses disap-
pointment when he doesn't try at 
all. 
At the competition site, Harkin 
is taken in by the "Rat Pack," a 
group of skiers led by Dan (David 
Naughton, the title character in 
"An American Werewolf in Lon-
don"). This group seems to have 
a hang-up with nicknames. 
There's "Squirrel," "Kamikaze 
Kendo," "Banana Pants" 
Michelle, and "Slasher." Dan 
dubs Harking "Snake Legs" but 
the name doesn't last past that 
scene in the movie. 
The only other major com-
petitor is a German named Rudy, 
who is the skiing world cham-
pion. The competitions end up be-
ing primarily between him and 
Harkin. The entire Rat Pack is on 
Harkin's side, cheering him on 
and telling him how great he is. 
Why they aren't more concerned 
about their own skiing and trying 
to win themselves is something I 
don't understand. They ski, and 
they ski in the competitions, but 
they don't win and they obviously 
don't expect to. 
Something that was a little 
bothersome was that the movie 
insinuated that something was 
wrong with the fact that Rudy, 
the German, gets better scores 
than Harkin, the American, even 
though Rudy has been the cham-
'HABUKKlJK' offers visual feast 
By Ken Frederick 
Staff Writer 
A computerized system of 25 
slide projectors will be used to 
present "HABAKKUK," a multi-
media production, on Tuesday, 
Wednesday and Thursday in the 
PUB. 
The show, sponsored by Inter-
Varsity Christian Fellowship, is 
the result of three years of work 
by TwentyOneHundred Produc-
tions, the media arm of IVCF. 
Besides the slide projectors, 
HABAKKUK employs over 3000 
images, a 50-foot wide screen, 
Health series 
aims at women 
EWU Women·•s Programs 
begins a three-part series of 
workshops on women's health . 
next week titled "Women, Nutri-
tion and Exercise." 
The workshop will concentrate 
on g1vrng information on 
physiological and psychological 
effects of · nutrition and exercise 
on the fem ale body. The program 
features: Exercise and the 
Menstrual Cycle; Women and 
Drugs; Women and Eating 
Disorders; Nutrition and Exercise 
During Pregnancy - Looking Ber -
ter And Feeling Better; and 
Balancing the Budget Through In 
creased Spending. 
The workshop will be held at 
the Higher Education Center and 
will have a registration fee of $35. 
For registration forms and more 
information, contact the EWU 
Women's Center at 359-2847, or 
from Spokane call 458-6327. 
special lighting effects and an 
original soundtrack broadcast 
over a three-channel stereo 
system. 
The show is based on the 
biblical book of Habakkuk, writ-
ten by the prophet of the same 
name. The prophet Habakkuk 
wasn't a typical Old Testament 
prophet : he cried out angrily to 
God, accusing Him of allowing 
cruelty and injustice to continue 
unchecked. Habakkuk boldly 
asked God "Why?" The produc-
tion takes those feelings and 
molds them into a challenging, 
contemporary look at our world 
and its values. 
Tickets can be purchased for $2 
in advance this week in the PUB, 
and for $2.50 at the door. Show-
ings are at 7 p.m. on Tuesday and 
noon and 7 p.m. on Wednesday 
and Thursday. 
911 1st St. 235-8405 
,----------coupon-· 
I BIG ZIPPER I I $1.89 1 
•- expires 1/25/84 I 
la coupon----------~ 
--------1111!11- c~upon __ _ I TIJBOFTOTS ·I 
I $.!.~!a? I 
•-coupon•--------
"Light Bonding" 
A MODERN MIRACLE IN DENTAL TECHNOLOGY 
Before 
PRO-CAREn..ta1awc 
Cosmetic and R«onstructlve O.n1;.1ry 
534-0251 Corner 5th & Thor 
Children & Adults 
Call for Free Brochure 
(as read · about in Time, New Yorker, J:iarper's, 
People and seen on That's Incredible) 
· Recent advances in Cosmetic Dentistry allow us to 
create a beautiful smile for you ·in minutes. 
Light Bonding Is 
■ Painless . 
■ Immediate 
■ Long lasting 
■ Less expensive 
than crowns 
' 
Light Bonding Is Uaed To 
■ Repair broken teeth 
■ Whiten dark. stained or yellow 
teeth 
■ Reshape teeth 
■ Close spaces 
pion for about five years, and 
Harkin is still a rookie. Rudy is 
the bad guy who no one likes, and 
Harkin is the one that everyone 
likes, so they all want him to win. 
Vacation'' starring Chevy Chase 
and Beverly D' Angelo as the 
parents of a family headed for 
Walley World, and Imogene Coca 
as Aunt Edna. 
"Hot Dog" is a pretty good 
movie, especially if you're in-
terested in skiing. But for a non-
skier just looking for an enter-
taining movie, it might be wise to 
look elsewhere. 
The movie on campus this 
weekend is "National Lampoon's 
"Vacation" is a silly look at 
summer vacations and trips, fun-
ny in parts, but not very funny 
taken as a whole. It plays in the 
Showalter Hall auditorium Fri-
day, Saturday, and Sunday even-
ings at 7. Admissions is 
$I/students, $2/ general. 
. 
Final Days 
Thurs.-Fr:i .... Sat.-Sun. 
.......................................... 
All Sale Blouses 
•15 or less 
................................................................................... 
All sale Dress Pants & Cords 
•15 or less 
............................................................................................. , 
Just in, Swimwear by OP Beachwear 
.............................................................................................. 
I• 
-Fashion Parlour 
Now Open Sundays 
at Both Locations 
F&M Business Center 
Cheney, Wa. 99004 
(509) 235-5148 
Franklin Park Mall 
Spokane,Wa. 99208 
(509) 483-9325 
~-  
Restaurant & Lounge 
809 1st 235-4420 
Cheney 
DINING ROOM SPECIALS 
----------------------
• I 
I 1/3 POUND : 
t, H'9\MBURGER J 
Ii ol 
I:, 99c ~I ' 18 ~ I 
I Comes with lettuce, tomato and I I pickle on a sesame seed bun I . 
I f ,p,,~, Jan 31, 198• I 
L--•••••••••••••••••-~ · 
.-•••••••••••••••••••• I I 
I 99c I· I~ I I~ Steaming hot bowl ~ I 
18 of chili .with cheese ~ I 
I and diced onions I 
I E1p11es Jan 31. 1984 I 
L-••••••••••••••••••-J 
·--------------------, ! 2 for 1 • $5.95 I 
Ii VEAL CUTLETS I 
18 Includes dinner salad, potato I 
I or rice, and garlic bread I I E,pit•• Jan. 3 1, IJ8' I 
~--------------------• 
---------------------1 BREAKFAST : 
SPECIAL . I 
ol 
99c: U 
. ~ I Includes 2 eggs, 2 sausages: 
and toast : 
E, p,res Jan 31, 1984 1 I 
·--------------------J 
------------------~-, Soup, · I 
~ ½ Sandwich," si I & Pie I: 
$2.75 i 
• Exp,re, J 1 11. 31, lfllU I 
---------------------
,---------------------I ~ I 
• Country Fried Stea~ I I with Country Gravy . 1 
I ~ Comes with your choice of potato or, § I 
I § rice, dinner salad and garlic bread § I i . $4.95 . I 
I Exp/,., J1n. :JI, 11114 • I 
---------------------· 
-------------- ~ I · Lounge , \ 
I I  Super Bowl Sunday 1 
I Come on-In and watch Super Bowl I 
I on our. new I I Big Screen T .¥. 
1
1 
so• Scooners 
\ during the game J 
~--------------
II 
II 
..,.,__._.,_._._, __ ,____,... ______________________ .,. ____ -..-.i .... -..--~------ - - ·------·----....,,- --
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ASKA 
CADE 
Today is a spe 
made Army. ROT 
noon the Eagle B 
Cadets, will con 
You are invite 
individual cadet 
being conducte . 
prideful moment , 
There are over 
a commission as 
your friends. Whet 
activities, you are in 
Corps of Cadets. 
Your friendship and c 
source of information 
through Army ROTC. 
Join us today in Ande 
why someone is a mem 
THE.FOLL 
ARE:MEMB£ 
CORPSOFCA 
Aguilar. Debbie 
Allen, Jeffrey 
Batchelor, Duke 
Beitzel, Dave 
. Belote, Jeff 
Bishop, Mary 
. Boyle. Theresa 
Brown, Roy 
Cepeda, Paul 
Chappell, Perry 
Coop.er, Craig 
Engebretsen, Dan 
Erckenbrack. Adrian 
Fox,Jon 
··tt1e. 
Lysne 
Magn 
McDermit, 
McDevitt, 
McFadden, Ashleigh 
Medford, Clint 
Moore, Ron 
Noble, Earl 
Nickelson, Aaron 
Pendry, Patrick 
Peterson, .Rex 
Peterson, ,.T erressa 
Tbe Eutener .laa■ary 19, 1914 Pqe 11 
Putz, Anthony 
Roehr, Timothy 
Rouse, Kenneth 
Rowe, KelJy 
Rush, Don 
Ruzicka, 'James 
to make 
ents are 
in social 
the EWU 
single best 
le to you 
e wondering 
ACADET! 
nk, Sharon 
ermerhorn, Matthew 
chneider, Eric 
Scholes, Patrick 
Schwab, Felice 
Seely, Raymond 
Shanning. Amanda 
Smith, Bradley 
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Gtondahl, Kevin 
Grumbach, Robert 
Hall, Craig 
Haupt, David 
Hill, James 
Hoblin, William 
Holmes, Emma 
Jones, Barry 
Kirkwood, Keith 
Koterba, Kim 
Kranz, Ward 
Pettibone, John 
Piek, Joseph 
Pirtle, Christine 
Pirtle, Ted 
Pool, Daniel 
Smith, Debra 
Smith, Russell 
Smith, Robert 
Smith, Robin 
Storms, Benjamin 
Thompson, Robert 
l( •)~ 
(( ~.-))/ 
Tronsen, Dale 
Thurston , Charles 
Vaughn, Gregory 
Vincent, Carl 
Ward , Sean 
Welte . Martin 
W iker, M ichael 
W ithers. M ar 
W itters , Mitchell 
(( • .. )) 
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(~.: ) 
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Welte 
. .. continued from page 1 
m itting a problem existed would 
be the same as admitting they 
were racist, Stone said. 
While it ' s impossible to say that 
the council either individuallv or 
as a whole did not discriminate 
against Welte, since councils act 
as a group, the AS resolution and 
the actions already taken are 
positive indicators, Esparza said. 
A lack of communication also 
contributed, Stone said. "They 
didn't realize we do sponsor many 
cultural events, and we weren't 
really aware of the way we were 
being perceived. Often we sit up 
here in the AS offices and don't 
realize some groups aren't aware 
of what we do. We need to in-
crease that communication ,"he 
said. 
Welte said after the council 
passed the resolution he was 
satisfied with the way the situa-
tion was resolved , though he said 
he wished the administration had 
Actor 
needed 
Eastern ' s University Theatre is 
looking for one good man. Audi-
tions are being held for the 
Theatre's production of " On the 
Harmfulness of Tobacco, " a 
satirical monologue by Russian 
novelist Anton Chekov. 
Readings for the part are 
scheduled 7 p.m. Monday and 3 
p.m. Tuesday at University 
Theatre Room 201. One male ac-
tor is needed for the role, and no 
memorized readings are necessary 
for the auditions, according to 
Publicity Director Marsha Ulmer. 
Anyone interested should contact 
associate theater professor Gene 
Engene at the Theatre, Room 212, 
or by phone at 359-6671. 
The Chekov monologue is part 
of the Theatre's presentation of 
"Fantasy on a Winter's Eve," 
directed by Engene. Perfor-
mances begin Feb. 23, and will 
continue every Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday at 8 p .m. through 
March 10. 
The production also includes a 
performance by "A Little Travel-
ing Music," a music theater 
troup, and a rendition of 
Dominick Argento's "A Water 
Bird Talk ." 
Engene recently directed 
Eastern's production of 
"Screwtape," a " devilishly" fun-
ny comedy by James Forsyth, 
based on C.S. Lewis' novel "The 
Screwtape Letters." 
PUBda 
put more pressure on the council 
to bring forth a solution sooner. 
He said he plans no further ac-
tion, but will continue to urge 
minorities to become involved in 
student government. 
And he said he hopes the state-
ment made by the council is not 
soon forgotten. "Now they have 
a resolution, but it's only a piece 
of paper. I hope that future coun-
cils understand what the resolu-
tion says, and what their respon-
sibility is in regard to it. "Welte 
said. "There are so many things 
the council could do better. ... 
I hope it brings an awareness (to 
council.) of the many different 
aspects of the community here at 
Eastern," Welte said. 
Welte said he wished to thank 
the many groups on campus who 
supported him during the con-
troversy. 
Chill-
. .. continued from page I 
throwing things at him from their 
cars, people forcing him further 
into the shoulder of the road by 
driving close to him or sometimes 
even people trying to knock him , 
off his bike with their cars. 
Bui he said, "By and large peo-
ple are extremely courteous." 
Few things will keep Ross from 
riding his bike to school, and that 
includes weather conditions. 
Averaging about 24 miles per 
hour on his ride, Ross said the 
lowest termperature in. which he 
has ridden was 12 degrees below 
zero, two years ago. "As long as 
you keep moving, if doesn't 
bother you," he said of the winter 
cold. "You adapt to it." 
Ross only missed three days of 
riding last quarter, and he has yet 
to miss a day this quarter. 
K-89's Top Ten 
1. Say It Isn't So Hall and Oates 
2. Union of the Snake Duran Duran 
3. Say Say Say McCartney/Jackson 
4. Talking in Your Sleep Romantics , 
5. Twist of Fate Olivia Newton-John 
6. Owner of a Lonely Heart Yes 
7. Break My Stride Mathew Wilder 
8. I Guess ... CaJI It the Blues Elton John 
9. Undercover of the Night The Rolling Stones 
10. If I'd Been the One .38 Special 
Compiled by the New K-89 staff according to requests and 
airplay. 
Focus On 
America's 
Fut 
Help Prevent Birth Defects 
~ Support the 
~ Ma!9DEC9!J2.\~s 
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHEI 
Vets' Corner By Al Vogel Staff Writer 
Melanie Bell, registrar, is currently seeking veterans attending 
Eastern to volunteer for a veteran's affairs council. 
"l would want everybody that would be interested," said Bell, "I 
would not want to turn anybody away or select a few people." 
The council would be used as an extension of the veteran' s affairs 
office, noting any changes in the GI bill or other items of interest. 
Items of interest to veterans would then be discussed with Bell, and a 
course of action would be decided. 
"I will serve as a facilitator," said Bell, stressing that her decision 
will not be the final decision in all cases. Bell feels there is a need for 
more interaction between her office and the veterans who are atten-
ding school. · 
There would be no limit to the number of veterans who would be 
on the council, and all on the council would not be used for the same 
purpose. Some students would be watchdogs, noting changes in the 
state · Legislature or the Veteran's Administration that affect 
veterans attending school. Other students would represent different 
dorms or programs, helping other veterans who may have a problem 
with their classes or administration. 
Still other veterans may be there to talk to, for those who are hav-
ing emotional or psychological difficulties while they attend school. 
Veterans currently enrolled at Eastern are encouraged to sign up 
in the registrar's office by Feb. 3, or can call Melanie Bell at 458-
6202, extension 7040 for more information. 
When YOU 
need us ... \Classifieds 
9fe rt &e tAeze, I For rent: One ·bedroom furnished 
• • • • $230, one bedroom unfurnished 
• 
$215. College Park Apartments, 
Unlted)Vay 18 W. 2nd, #111. 235-6155. 
ot Spok.- County The Easlrrnrr Is now accrplin& appllcalions 
for 1hr position of slaff Photo t:dilor. 
Dndllne for applicants Is I p.m Jan. ?1. 
EASTERNER 
....................... f ... NOW PLAYING ... -.. -•· --·-1 
in , , : 
: CLASS I Fl ED ADS :-
1 N THE EASTERN ER 
iW. •L:ru~'.~ ::f.,,l_~ 1~:~ 
··••·~· 1 ,A, ■ '<Vl l ,Ll~ 
.. A' .11".: ~P'"fi'lft'l! ' 
,. ~ ~ ~.,~; a ~ -
111m.Jn111•; 
■ ' .. :, 4k : 
... 
25 Words or Less 
$2.00 
Deadline Monday· 9:00 a.m. 
Payment Due When Ad is Submitted 
Checks Payable to Alpha Kappa Psi 
Fo;r Information Call 359-7930 
Showies /~£!~9f 
4141st -✓7 ~--:- · --..s ·· - _,·~ 
Welcomes You Back - - ; ' i% 
*Tonight• Live Music 
Dan Lavin 8 to 12 • No Cover 
Free Peanuts 
* Jan. 22nd Super Bowl Sunday 
A Special Special During Game 
Friday come down after the 
EWU Basketball game. 
:I 
.-
---
